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ABSTRACT 
Two developments of expert systems intended to work on line to the analysis of nu
clear reactor transients are reported. During an hypothetical crisis occuring in 
a nuclear facility, a staff of the Institute for Protection and Nuclear Safety 
(IPSN) has tc assess the risk to local population. The expert system is intended 
to work as an assistant to the staff. At the present time, it deals with the avai
lability of the safety systems of the plant (e.g. ECCS), depending on the functio
nal state of the support systems. A next step is to take into account the physical 
transient of the reactor (mass and energy balance, pressure, flows). In order to 
reach this goal as in the development of other similar expert systems, a physical 
analyzer is required. This is the aim of SEXTANT, which combines several knowledge 
bases concerning measurements, models and qualitative behaviour of the plant with 
a mechanism of conjecture-refutation and a set of simplified models matching the 
current physical state. A prototype is under assessment by dealing with integral 
test facility transients. Both expert systems require powerful shells for their 
development. SPIRAL is such a toolkit for the development of expert systems devoted 
to the computer aided management of complex processes. 

I. AN EXPERT SYSTEM FOR CRISIS ANALYSIS 
A. IPSN role in case of a crisis 
During a severe crisis in a nuclear facility (NF),the Institute for Protection 

and Nuclear Safety (IPSN) has a support technical role for the Central Service for 
Nuclear Installations. This service advices the préfectoral authorities on the sa
fety measures to be taken for the protection of the local population. The IPSN as
sembles a crisis cell formed from its members in order to provide an analysis of 
the situation and to evaluate the risks to the local population. The gathered ex
perts are thus reasoning from their personal knowledge, from various printed docu
ments (plans, safety reports), and from information originating from the NF. At the 
present time, the amount of information which is taken into account is rather small. 
An increase in the flow of information and measurements from the plant is planned 
(automatic transmission of a couple hundred logical and analogical data). This in
crease will require automatic data processing. 

B. Role of the expert system 
The expert system, which is being developed for the IPSN Crisis Technical 

Center, is intended to assist the experts in their analysis. In order to do so, it 
must insure the following functions : 

- Take into account the information originating from the NF ; 
- Reconstruct the NF state in regard to the safety objectives. The principal 

safety objective is to insure the radioactive product confinement ; 
- Establish a diagnosis of the possible crisis causes ; 



- Predict the probable crisis evolution concerning : 
. the NF 
. the radiological transfer 

- Create "intelligent" reports for the crisis celt members ; 
- Use graphical interfaces (e.g. : schemateques). 
In order to accomplish these objectives, the system must use various types of 

knowledge : 
- The description and the functional logic of the NF ; 
- Numerical models that reconstruct the physical state of the NF ; 
- Expert's knowledge of fault diagnosis ; 
- Other types of knowledge such as the description of the expected reports. 
The contents and the structure of the knowledge base make use of the classical 

top/down approach of safety studies : 
- Safety objectives ; 
- Safety functions ; 
- Safety systems ; 
- Components depending on support systems. 
At first, the system will be applied to only one type of NF, the 900 MW PWR, 

and to one type of problems, the study of safety system availability in relation 
to their supporting systems (in particular power supply). It should be noted that 
this is a fundamental aspect because it conditions the operator's responses and it 
requires the use of an important part of the afore mentioned knowledge. 

C. Principles and contents of the expert system 
During each time step, the expert system works in two phases : 
- The first phase is purely deductive. It propagates the unprocessed informa

tion received from the NF and deduces the state of all the components (pumps, val
ves, ...) important for the safety systems. The NF and its functional logic are 
described using a representation by class-types, frames, and functionning rules in 
first-order logic. 

- The second phase consists of an analysis of the safety system availability 
and of a possible fault diagnosis. It uses the results from the first phase and 
also knowledge of a higher type which includes in particular : 

. necessity and performance criteria of the studied circuits ; 

. diagnosis rules which are directly deduced from the fault trees. 
The expert system deals with preprocessed data and yields alarms concerning 

the present and foreseeable unavailability of the main safety functions. 
At any moment the users can question the system : 
- State of the system or of a component ; 
- Explanation of a fault cause ; 
- Significant parameter value of the NF state. 
The users can also add more general information into the system such as prio

rity rules that are more important than received information from the NF. 
At the present time, the system is implemented on a workstation connected to 

a network. It works on a simulation mode. The typical time required for analysing 
a time step containing major events is a few seconds. The system handles about 700 
objects and 500 rules in first order logic. Typical description and rules are dis
played in table 1. 

The first ones feature the object representation from class to instance. 
The next ones describe 
- the functional behaviour of sets of components ; 
- the necessity criteria of a safety system ; 
- present and foreseeable causes of unavalaibility of safety systems. 



TABLE I 
def.classetcoenesant.objet 

, (voie, ident, (doaeine,A,B, indéterminée)) 
,(circuit,circuit) 
, (sources,liste, (si_a)out,pr»page-sources)) 
, (état, l i s te) , (etat.a.teree,liste) 
,(position,ident 

,(do§aine,earche,arret,ouverte,fere*e>) 
,(disponibilité propre,ident 

,(douine, disponible, indisponible 
, indisponible-a-teree))); 

def_classe<poepe,composant); 

tfef_inst*ncefllCPM3ro,pMpe 
,(voie,A),(circuit,RCP) 
, (sources, (cate9orie-ï,L6A,JAM9,LCAH9) ) ) ; 

def jnstance(RRIMlPO,poepe 
,(voie,A),(circuit,MU) 

, (sources, (catc9orie-6,LHA,LBMI8,LCAf26,LCAf U ,LCM28) )) ; 

categorie-3(-pos, (disponible, disponible), disponible, =pos)<; 

categone-3(:pDS,(*x, indisponible), indisponible,arret)<; 

cateo,on*-3(=pos, (indisponible,sx),indisp©nible,-posK; 

cate9orie-3(:pos,( :x,-y) 
, indisponible-a-teree, =posK; 

necessite-itaediatefEAS,*voie>< 
pression(enceinte,spe)l 
seui J -pression-EAS ( =pn)t 
sup( spe, spet); 

cause-indisponibilite(EAS,3vsie,sconfi9 
,('Entrn d air a 1 aspiration de la poepeVpoepeiK 

poape-EAS(*voie,=poepe)lintinsite(spoepe,=i)l 
sup(-i,f)l 
seuil-intcnsite-po«pe-EAS(*iiax)l j 
inf(=i ,=ii«); ! 

! 
cause-indisponibilite(EAS,»voie,*config 

,('Défaut de lignage'!*x)K 
ïnseible.di(=x,vanne-E»S(=voie,sv»nne)i 

preeiere_solution( 
position-vanneUvanflejSpoill 
position-vanne-norMle(*vanne,sconf ig, sposn) )1 

non_identique(spos,*posn)l 
identique(*x,(«vanne,«pos)) ); 

cause-indisponibilite-a-teree(£AS,*voie,*config 
,H 'Risque d entree d air au ejecteur de soude' 

,'circuit d injection non feraable') 
,(EA812SVR,>ian)!*x))< 



I I . SEXTANT : AN EXPERT SYSTEM FOR TRANSIENT ANALYSIS OF NUCLEAR REACTORS AND 
- INTEGRAL TEST FACILITIES. 

A. Introduction, objectives 
The computer-aided management of complex processes (nuclear reactors, integral 

test facilities) requires to simulate the human reasoning mode for data driven 
problem solving. Large declarative knowledge bases must be associated with a li
brary of numerical models. Several expert systems are under development in this 
area. 

In addition, for real-time applications concerning control assistance, speri-
fic constraints have to be satisfied. The main functions are : 

- the estimation of the physical and functional state of the plant ; 
- the identification of the normal or abnormal events (control, failures) 

which determine the evolution ; 
- the prediction, the planning and revision of the next sequence of correcti

ve actions. 
During a transient, specific difficulties arise for performing the interpre

tative tasks : 
- the measurements are uncertain and not well adapted to the plant state 

estimation in every situations ; 
- the physical and functional models of the plant are no more reference models 

with the capability of running several sensitivity computations in real time for 
the needs of the analysis ; the dynamics of the plant can be highly non linear ; 

- complete and consistent sets of diagnosis assumptions, beyond normal opera
ting conditions are not currently avalaible for the interpretation of physical 
events related to hypothetical failures of the plant, of the measurements, and of 
the models. 

Therefore, the conventional tools of interpretation cannot be used. A new tool 
for "expert filtering", handling simultaneously in real time the uncertainties 
concerning the measurements, the models and the plant behavior, must be developed. 
SEXTANT is designed to reach this goal by developing and combining the knowledge 
bases and the model libraries. 

At the present time, partial solutions exist for operator aids : 
- early diagnosis logic charts ; 
- state analysis of the reactor for safety functions ; 
- simulation codes for real-time system evolution prediction. 

B. Principles 
In order to accomplish i t s analysis, SEXTANT uses three types of informations: 
- measurements and signals, 
- plant models : 

. numerical models (physical behavior) : measurement and simulation ; 

. logical models (functional behavior) ; 

. operator's and designer's cognitive hypothesises on physical processes, 
providing qualitative interpretation and order to magnitude of the assumed causes. 

The information is structured by SEXTANT in the following manner : 
- the state of the system is represented by a state vector |(t), which moves 

in a state space partitioned in a grid of subdomains {Di} ; 
- libraries of measurement models Ri and simulation models Pi depending on 

the subdomain Di are assembled. 
SEXTANT uses three different knowledge bases (KBs) concerning diagnosis and 

interpretation : 
- the first KB works during the departure from normal operating conditions. 

This early diagnosis KB is used to initialise the analysis ; 
- the second KB consists of diagnosis relays, which are put in action when 

the system passes through favorable predetermined states ; 



- the third KB provides hypothesises of physical causes and associated orders 
of magnitude concerning differences 3nd drift, observed between prediction and 
estimation. 

The temporal r«^soning process uses in SEXTANT to determine the transient 
scenario performs belief management to select the interpretation on the basis of 
its credibility evolution. 

The main principles are : 
- time control : the time necessary for the analysis must be monitored and 

planned by comparison to the real-time evolution of the process ; 
- several time scales are defined dynamically depending on the physical situa-

tion. For instance, windows are built up around identified events or observed 
drifts between predicted and estimated evolutions. The goal is to isolate such 
events and generate a set of local assumptions to be combined to the préexistent 
scenarios {Sk}. Long term recapitulation is performed on a larger time scale, in 
order to select scenarios when evidence becomes available, and to avoid prolifera
tion of contradictory beliefs ; 

- conjecture/refutation is the main mechanism of the process. It contains 
heuristics based on a hierarchy of criteria and on efficient simplifications. 
These simplifications are necessary because, in SEXTANT, neither measurements, nor 
models, nor scenarios are hold as absolute references, leading to a threat of 
branching phenomena. 

At each time step, SEXTANT provides a best estimate state, E. (t), which 
combines the results of the measurements and of the best prediction during the 
time step, and provides the set of updated scenarios {Sk(t)l. 

C. Contents 
1 - SEXTANT is a multilevel and modular system which contains several 

libraries of numerical models and declarative knowledge bases devoted to the pre
viously described functions. 

The induced specifications for the shell are : 
•deep representation of the functional logic of the plant (frames) ; 
•flexibility of the inference engine, combining forward and backward 

chaining ; 
• communication with libraries of numerical models ; 
• time modeling, task scheduling (agenda mechanism), interruption manage

ment for real-time communication with the physical process ; 
•temporal belief management, with contexts or "viewpoints" capabilities; 
• general mechanism for planning. 
This shell design matches advanced industrial applications involving 

complex processes and real-time problem solving. Corresponding implementations and 
cognitive methodologies are still under development. 

2 - Library of physical models. In a first step, SEXTANT has been orien
ted towards analysis and intelligent report of transients leading from normal 
operation to potential core uncovery in a post-trip situation. 

•Measurement models : they work for the reconstitution of the system 
state. 

•Predictive models for analysis : they are fast, (running more than ten 
times faster than real-time in every situation), the running time must be easy to 
predict, they must be condensed and complete (enabling sensitivity computations 
about undescribed details), they must be adapted to the detail level of informa
tion avalaible from the instrumentation and the detail level required for predic
ting key parameters. 

At the present time, SEXTANT uses three analysis models for computing the 
primary system and the steam generator : 

•a single phase model for the primary system with pumps on (completed 



by a pressurizer model) ; 
.a two-phase flow model with stratification and potential thermal non-

equilibrium ; 
•a two-phase flow model at thermal equilibrium in the primary system 

with pumps on. 
The liquid mass distribution in the primary system, the primary flow and 

thermal exchange with the secondary coolant are modelled depending on the physical 
state domain Oi. 

Simulation models belong to the existant library of codes devoted to 
transient computations. 

3 - Functional representation. It describes the main components and 
their functional logic. It will be gradually completed. 

4 - Diagnosis knowledge bases. An early diagnosis and a delayed diagno
sis rule bases devoted to LOCA transients have been implemented. A semi-qualitati
ve knowledge base for current time diagnosis is under development. 

5 - Supervision knowledge bases. The rules performing the analysis time 
management and those performing the conjecture-refutation mechanism are assembled 
in a test version. 

D. Assessment, Demonstration 
Two sides of SEXTANT have to be assessed : 
- the ability of the models to follow a real transient ; 
- the efficiency of the hypothetical reasoning in the case of complex tran

sients. 
The first point is under test on LOFT small break LOCAs with good preliminary 

results. 
The second point is tested in reference to simulations involving steam line 

breaks and steam generator tube ruptures. 

E. Conclusion 
SEXTANT is designed for several application areas : 
- analysis and report of test facility experiments ; 
- computer-aided code assessment using an experimental data base ; 
- computer-aided reactor control, either in normal or accidental transients ; 
- interpretation and decision simulation for human factor and procedure 

analysis. 
It will therefore be necessary to link complementary knowledge bases specific 

for each application and developed in another connection. The multipurpose use of 
such knowledge bases represents simultaneously an advantage and a methodological 
challenge for the implementation of industrial expert systems. 

III. SPIRAL, A SHELL FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF EXPERT SYSTEMS 
SPIRAL is a shell for multipurpose expert systems developed in CEA/DEMT. It 

provides cooperation between several modes of knowledge representation : 
- rules and facts in first order logic ; 
- object-centered representation describing the system by classes and class 

instances ; 
- description of local reasoning mechanisms with rules. 
The main inference mechanism of SPIRAL is a backward-chaining engine, working 

by resolution, unification, backtracking, with extended reasoning control possibi
lities. An agenda mechanism has been recently implemented. 



This product also supplies a program» environment providing maintenance of 
large knowledge bases, handling files and using external numerical models. A 
context handling mechanism and a forward-chaining engine are under implementation 
in SPIRAL. 

In addition, a planner (TIGE) has been developed in SPIRAL. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
Expert system provide a new way of dealing with the computer aided management 

of complex systens (e.g. nuclear plants) by combining several knowledge bases, 
reasoning modes, and numerical models for real-time analysis of transients. New 
development tools are required together with metaknowledge bases dealing with 
temporal hypothetical reasoning and planification. Several descriptive and func
tional knowledge bases may be shared by different expert systems. They have to be 
carefully designed to reach this goal. 
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